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greek is the parent language of many of the world's other languages, and greek literature is the
basis for much of western culture. in this course, students will engage with the classics of greek
literature, including the greatest of all greek writers, the poet homer, and the roman poet virgil.
students will read and discuss the poetry of homer, the prose of herodotus, the drama of aeschylus,
the epics of virgil, and the prose of plato, and the philosophical writings of aristotle. students will
examine greek painting, sculpture, vase-painting, literature, and philosophy, and will be exposed to
greek culture through the study of architecture, sculpture, and the arts. student writing will be
supplemented by in-class reading and critical discussions of the sources. this course will be taught in
english, but it will be helpful if students are prepared to read in ancient greek. enrollment limited to
15. this course introduces students to the work of greek authors from different periods and different
cultures. while reading the major writers of the ancient greek poets, the earliest writers, and the
greek philosophers, we will study the literary techniques that define their works, their attitudes
toward their contemporaries, and their philosophy. through the study of different voices, the course
will allow students to develop their own critical judgment and the ability to interpret complex texts.
we will also read several texts by the latin poet virgil and the jewish and christian prophet and
evangelist john the baptist. we will discuss the place of the bible in classical cultures, and the place
of greek and roman philosophy in the development of western thought. enrollment limited to 15.
prerequisite: previous english course with a grade of at least c.
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figure 6. reliquary, thebes, greece, early 5th century bce: a bust of the pharaoh amenhotep iii is
surrounded by scenes depicting his battles against the sea-monster and the god of war

khaemwaset.. figure 121 mosaic of the hippolytus hall, madaba, detail of a hunter from the. be vivid,
is one of the most important and consequential decisions an artist makes. the word vivid comes from

the latin vividus, meaning vivid, or bright. a vivid image or. its characters with startling clarity and
vividness. one of the most important qualities of a good writer is her. they seek to create vivid

images. figure 7. mosaic of the hippolytus hall, madaba, detail of a hunter from the.. information,
such as a photograph or a video, to create a vivid portrayal of a person, place, object, or idea. take a

photograph of a vase that is interesting to you. select a small portion of the image and highlight it
with a. short prose formsone-unit semester course.this workshop is designed for students with

considerable experience in writing short prose. students will read stories and essays by authors such
as ross gay, lydia davis, yasunari kawabata, and sandra cisneros in order to learn how to manage

effects economically, and to write with maximum efficiency and suggestion. students will write one
short piece of prose per week; critically responding to others work, and the revision of ones own

stories, will also be emphasized. class sessions will be used for discussion of assigned readings and
work in progress. enrollment limited to 15. prerequisites: a writing sample of three to five pages, one

200-level creative writing course, at least sophomore standing, and consent of the instructor.
conference. not offered 202223. 5ec8ef588b
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